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GLOBE 2016: The Pre-eminent Environmental Business Event Since 1990

Lower Energy
Use. Use Fewer
Natural Resources.
Reduce Risk.
Save Money.

These are the things that make businesses strong, nimble
and resilient. GLOBE 2016 brings together the leaders that are developing
innovative new technologies to tackle these challenges, with the people
that need them.
No other Forum in the world offers such a powerful gathering of business,
government, NGO’s, global agencies, technology developers, academia,
communicators and more – focused on the long-term prosperity inherent
in reducing risk, building resilience, and bolstering revenue.
GLOBE is where future markets are shaped, and public policy is fostered.
It is where innovators come and launch new ideas. Where Corporate
America finds solutions. It is where you can begin lasting, high quality
partnerships that will enhance your business long into the future.

GLOBE X: The Innovation Expo
250 exhibitors from around the world will be there. Tightly integrated
with the Conference, the Expo will demonstrate solutions to some of
business’ most pressing challenges. A strong B2B networking program will
be interaction-focused, enhancing your opportunities to meet the right
people to help take your business to the next level.
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Welcome, Innovators.

The GLOBE 2016 Conference
Innovation is the resounding theme for GLOBE 2016. This will permeate all programming, bringing unique new interactive
session formats for Conference attendees that promise amped-up opportunities for networking, deal-making, new
partnerships, and heightened B2B activity. GLOBE is about relationship building to fuel your business.

2016 Conference Themes:
Corporate Sustainability 3.0

Global Leadership

Food Chains, Agriculture & Ecology

Climate Adaptation

ICT and the Environment

21 Century Water

Cityscapes and Landscapes

The Pacific Economic Zone

Communities & Communications

Natural Resources and
the Environment

From Paris to Practicalities:
Action on Climate
st

Technology & Investment
Cleantech Profits

New Social Impact Financial
Instruments
Energy Innovation

Trade and Markets

The Canada-China Connection
Transport & Transmission:
Getting from A to Z

Infrastructure & Urban
Development

Sustainability Mobility (Transit + EV’s)

Social Networking and
the Environment

Indigenous Communities
Media, Entertainment
and Sustainability

GLOBE By the Numbers

Organizations

Exhibitors

Conference Speakers

Conference Delegates

Presidents & CEOs

Countries Represented

Spectacular Vancouver
Recognized as the top city in Canada in Travel + Leisure magazine’s
2014 World’s Best Awards, Vancouver offers travellers unparalleled
opportunities for outdoor adventure and the sophisticated amenities of a
world-class city.
It’s time to scale-up, time to seize market prospects. Time to tell your
story. Join us at GLOBE in Vancouver.

globeseries.com
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